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Abstract

Rural schools are characterized by unique institutional and

community factors. Perceived negative aspects of teaching in rural

areas, including personal and professional isolation, multiple

preparations, etc., provide barriers to effective recruitment (and

retention) of quality teachers. The predicted shortage of teachers

will likel have a significant impact on an already competitive market

for high quality teachers. Recommended action to overcome these

perceived problems include more aggressive recruitment of new

graduates from colleges and experienced teachers from larger schools,

better selling of the advantages of teaching in rural schools, such as

smaller class sizes, individualized instruction, greater parental

support, etc., and utilization of more skilled and experienced

recruiters.

Politids and factors related to certification and accreditation

regulations auger against developing unique approaches to teacher

education. With increased emphasis on specialization, the preparation

of teachers for rural schools is made even more difficult. Using the

strengths of rural schools and proven effective teaching techniques in

.conjunction with extensive field experiences, quality rural education

programs are possible. Reconceptualization of school curricula could

provide the leverage for teacher educators to develop alternative

preparation programs.

Recommendations for decision-makers in state and federal

governments, local schools and college/universities are provided.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is not to romanticize rural schools and
A

rural communities or to recount the good days of long ago. Leaders

who have identified with rural education have gone far beyond this,

and it is time for a realistic look at schools and schooling in one

identifiable segment of society. In this case, attention will be

given to the recruitment and preparation of quality teachers-for rural

schools,

The phrase rural schools or rural .education is used as if there

is a common understanding among educators, researchers, decision-

makers in state and federal governments, and society in general. As

defined in the 19.80 Census, the rural populations comprises all

persons living outside urbanized areas in the open countey or in

communities with les's than 2,500 inhabitants, and those living in

areas of extended cities with a population density of less than one

thousand inhabitants per square mile. While this may be a convenient

operational definition for categorizing numerical datag'it does little

to give one the sense of either the common or unique characteristics

of rural schools or schools that serve rural communities. Paul

Nachtigai (1982, p. 274) provided a very useful scheme of perceiving

categories of rural communities.



Categories of Rural Communities

Political
Socio-Structure/.
economic locus of

Values factors control

I. Rural poo Traditional/ Fairly Closed, con
commonly
-held

homo-
geneousf
low
income

centrated,
often lie
outside local
community

II. Traditional Traditional/ fairly More open
Middle commonly homo- widely dis-
America held.

III. Communities Wide range

geneous/
middle
income,

Wide

persed

Shifting
in transi- represented range/ from "old"
tion low to

high
income

timers" to
"newcomers"

Priorities
for schools

Mixed and
low

High

Wide range,
resulting
in school
being
battleground

As one develops a backdrop for looking at the "recruitment and prep-

aration of quality teachers", it is necessary that one undelltands the

type of community for which they are being recruited and" prepared.

Even with the careful thought and analyses employed by Nachtigal, the

scheme is not perfect. However, typical examples of each can be found

across the country. Certainly, Rural Poor communities are found in

the desert and'semi-arid areas of New Mexico, the Indian reservations

of South Dakota, the Upper PennisUla of Michigan, the Appalachia of

West Virginia, the island communities off the coast of Maine and in

the Deep South. Communities representing Traditional Middle America

communities are found in Vermont, Iowa, Kansas and every other state.

With the expanding boundaries of cities into and around traditionally



small towns, the emergence of resort/recreation ag,tas in places like

Aspen, Colorado; and commqters' acceptance of greater acceptable

distances to jobs,, many ,communities could be identified as in.

Transition, the third category of Nachtigal's scheme. Nachtigal

(1982, p. 270-271) concluded:

"The important factors that differentiate a rural community
in one part of the country from a community of similar size
and isolation in another part of the country appear to be
related to (1) the availability of economic-resources,
(2) cultural priorities of the local community, (3)
commonality of,purpose, and (4) political efficacy."

The'apparent lack of homogeneity in location, size,, ethnic tom

positlon, values, etc.g.has frustrated those who wish for conformity

ano simplicity in dealinb with entities of our society. Others could

(and should) look to schools in these communities as opportunities to

redefine the roles of teachers and to reconceptualize education, as

well as recognition of the obligation of society' to provide the best

'education possible for all students.

While there are numerous cttiharacteristics,of rural schools,

Jonathan Sher (1977) identified unique features that defy quantitative

analysis or statistical description. Among these features are the

following:

- slower pace and less pressured environment
- spirit of cooperation

c

- opportunities for leadership and development

less'formal interaction among students, staff and parents

Discussions of rural schools inevitably include references to

comparisons with urban schools, which have of course received the

lion's share of attention for at least the last twenty years. In



Nachtigal (1982, p. 270) the following differences between rural and

urban characteristics were identified.

Rural 5

p

Persona /tightly linked
Generalists
'Homoegeneous

Nonbureacratic
Verbal communication
Who said it

Urban

Impersonal/loosely coupled
Specialists

Heterogeneous
Bureaucratic

Written memos
What's said

Timelmeasured by seasons of the Year Time measured by time clock
Traditional values

.- Liberal values
Entrepreneur , Corporate labor force
Made do/respon-d to environment Rational planning to control

environment
Self - sufficiency heave problem solving to experts
Poorer (Spendable income) Richer (spendable income)
Less formal education More formal education
Smaller/less density Larger/greater density

Over the past forty years, the number of school districts in the

U.S. has declined. Lawrence Davenport (1983) as Assistant Secretary

for Elementary and Secondary Education of th't U.S. Department of

Education, speaking at the Joint Meeting of the RU'ral Education

Association and the Fifth Annual Rural and Small Schools Conference at

Kansas State University, said "...since World War II, theliumber of

school districts has'fallen sharply from over 100,000 to approximately

15,000 in 1983. This decline, resulted primarily from consolidations
a

of small systems and reorganizations of districts within states" (pp..

7-8). He goes on to point out that, even with the massive reduction

in the number of districts antra resulting concentration of more

students in fewer districts, fifty-four percent of the nation's school

districts. have less than 1,000 students while only four percent have

more the 10,000. Obviously, Devehport relied almost entirely on

numbers (number of districts and number of students per district) in

this discussion, which is only one;consideration in addressing the
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needs of schools serving rural communities. However, he offered a

very interesting and useful predictioVobservation.

Of all the statistics that one could cite relative\
to the general context for rural education, it is .

possible that two are most important.: (1) the
traditionally rural states will be the American
states that will grow thPmost rapidly in popula-
tion during the 1980!s, and 2) the populations
within all states will become more rural in
nature. (p. 8)

The question of whether further consolidations should occur is

raised over and over in almost every state: Governors and legislators

struggle with financial considerations, and thelaivest single item in

state budgets is education. One inviting presumed solution to

budgetary problems is to engage in d second or third generation of

consolidations: often shrouded behind the pretense of improving

schools and education. The consequences of such actions go far beyond

financial matters, inclUding the almost certain death of many small

towns and communities, Any reasonable person surely must recognize

the negative results of excessively long bus rides for students,4.s

well.as the certain reduction of the'support andinvolvement of

parents in the schools. The emotions surrounding threats of school

closings and consolidations run high. In Iowa, agrassroot

organization, known as People United for. Rural Education (PURE), is

but one reflection of the concern and pride for local schools found in

the rural areas of this country. There is little empirical evidence

to establish optimum school size. Weldon Beckner (1983rsuggests the

use of common sense, observations and logical reasoning for evidence

about the.values of education in small schools. Sher (1977) discussed

the myths related to economy, efficiency, and equality which

presumably result from consolidation. In each area, he discussed



several examples reflecting claims for larger schools. However, we

must no forget that rural schools are not of one form, and gener-

alizations apout the benefits of either small or large schools are

risky at best.
0

. t

This introduction provides a backdrop for the discussion that

follows related'to the recruitment and preparation of quality teachers

for rural schools. Within the'context.of these observations, a

summarization of knowledge, practice, trends and suggestions for

action will beresented.

'I

Recruitment of Quality Teachers

0 The notion of effective recruitment can be reasonably discussed

only in relationship to retention, of existing teachers and the need

for new teachers. Currently, there is.cccern in any circles.about

an impending teacher shortage. Probably the most often cited source

of teacher supply and demand data is an annual report by James Akin

and sponsored by the Association for.School, College and University

Staffing (ASCUS). In the 1985 report (Akin, 1985), teaching fields

with considerable teacher shortage and comparison data for 1985 and

previous years are cited.

Ratings by Teacher Placement OffiCers*

1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1976

Mathematics 4.71 4.78 4.75 4.81 4.79 4.80 3.86
Science-?hysics' 4.57 4.45 4.46 4.41 4.56 .4.28 4.94
Science-Chemistry 4.42 4.25 4.30 4.13 4.42 4.18 3.'72
Computer Programming 4.37 4.34 - - -
Data Processing 4.30 4.18 4.36 3.86 -

*5 = Greatest Demand, 1 ! Lust Demand



Areas cited in the same report iirith "considerable surplus" or "same

-sqrplus" are physical education, art, health education, social

science, eledientary-intermediate and elementary-primary. Other

historical and.projected data about estimated supply and demand for

additional teachers are reported by thi.Natioal Center for Education

Statistics (1984). Portions of these data are shown below.

4/

Supply of Demand for. Ratio of
New Teachers Additional Supply to

Fall of Year Graduates Teachers Demand

. . 1972 317,000 179,000 1.77
1975 238,000 186,000 1.28
1978 o 181,000

.

138,000 1.1
1981 141,000 .110,000 .1.-A
1984 .146,000'

.

142,000 1.03
1987 142,000 v 160,000 0.89

. 1990 s. 139,000 ;83,000 0.76
.

According to Gasman (1985), it is generally`" expected that the demand

for secondary teachers will continue to. decline until 1990, but the

demand for elementary teachers should continue at least through the

early 1990.s. This conclusion was based on the predicted' number of

school -age' children and youth, expected teacher retirthlents and the

number of persons preparing for careers in teaching. Probably not

even considered'in these calculations is the effect of competency

tests for teachers. Somewill not pass, and some will choose to

prepare for other careers because of the "hassle" and theuncertainty

of eligibility to enter the profession.

The data reflecting teacher supply.and demand may not be

alarming to most and may be of little concern to others. However,

these data-are generalized across the nation for all types and sizes

of schools, not merely rural and snail schools. It is generally

11
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conceded that in rural schools teacherl,turnclver'is greater, certi-

fication to teach is needed in two, three or even wreareas, and the

attractiveness of teaching may be less in an ared where one perceives

personal or professional isolation, lower salartes, and lack of oppor-
e

tunity for professional development and advancement.. In total, .the :

expected teacher shortage will very likely have considerable more....

impact in rural communities than in suburban or urban areas.-

Gasman (1?85, p. 47) listed seven reasons fdr the decreasing

supply of teachers.

- Diminishing student interest in teaching,
- Poor public image of the teaching profession,
- Low salaries for teachers compared to other occupations,
- Poor working conditions,
- Absence uf opportunities for career advancement,

Expanded career opportunities for women in other
occupations, and

. Adverse effects of regulations (such as competency
testing) to improve teacher quality

-Conceivably, all of these could be valid for a person considering a

teaching career in rural. areas.. However, there may be some notable

exceptions.' In a relative sense, teachers are often paid well and

held in high h-esteet in some rural'Eommunities, working conditions are

satisfactory, and there are fewer opportunities for other professional

% employment for women. Several states have been concerned with the

oblem of teachers leaving the profession. Although becoming less

and less true, many female teachers have characteristically left the

profession to start families* care for children, follow aisle spouses

to other employment locations and/or seek reduced employment =mit-

ments. Other reasons, more generally true of all teachers, were

12
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identified in Kansas by Carlberg (1981) and confirmed by LaShier,

Hefley, and Rzoi (1922), In both studies, "lack of administrative

support" and inadequate financial remuneration were cited as most

instrumental in educators' decisions to leave the profession. Horn

(1983) ;robed for Apezific meaning of these two broad categories.

Gleaned froi.,the literature, administrative evaluation instruments and

input from educatori (teachers and administrators), twenty-seven (27f

specific behaviors were. ideptified and submitted to a random sample of

- 400 Kansas teachers. Of the 236 respondents, almost 45 percent taught

in schoOls of less than 600 students. Also, 18.2 percent stated an

expectation that they will leave the profession within the next five

years.. Of the twenty-seven areas of administrative support, all but

one were rated as "Important" or "Very Important" (> 4.0 on a five

point stale) which reflects a measure of validity for the emphases of

the items. None were-perceived as being 'Adequately* or "Very

Adequately" (> 4.0 on a five point scale) provided by administrators

for the teacher respondents in their current school of employment.

The most important factors of administrative support for teachers

planr'ing to leave the profession differed significantly from those who

expect to remain in the profession for five or more years. Described

in Oneral terms, they are:

- accessibility
- support in dealing with students
- input on budget matters
- evaluation of teachers

receptivity td problems
- equitable distribution of extra duty

assignments,
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Clearly, salary considerations were perceived as the most

important form of remuneration.. Amount of salary increments for

experience and educational degree steps were preferred far more than

other forms of remuneration or assistance, such as availability of

aides/secretarial support, sabbatical or educational leaves with

salaly, and extra pay for additional duties.

A profile of Utah teachers leaving the profession was developed

by Allred and Smith (1984). Thirty of the forty school districts in

Utah were identified as rural for the purposes of this study. They

found that 19 percent of the teachers in rural schools left Utah

school districts during and at_the_end:of_the year of this study,

compared to only 9 percent of their counterparts in urban districts.

The reasons most often cited for leaving, the district were salary

(37.87), maternity (17.6%), moved from the area (12.0 ) and new

employment (11.62). Most of the secondary teachers who left the

profession were in the critical arias of mathematics, English, home

ecollom'ics and science, all subject areas where recruitment is very

difficult, according to these researchers. Also, they found the least

experienced (four or fewer years) were the most likely to leave rural

schools. "Seemingly, the rural district has become a training ground.

for new teachers" (p. 5).

Obviously, there is sufficient evidence to substantiate a need

to be more effective in retaining teachers in rural schools and to be
ev1

able to recruit oew teachers in a marketplace that will become more

and more competitive as the demand for-teachers exceeds the supply,

especially in certain critical areas, i.e. mathematics, physical

sciences, etc. From the local district administrator's point of view,

14
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the most often cited unique problem confronted by educational

leaders in rural communities in South Dakota was maintaining a quality

staff of teachers (Moriarty, 1981).

The administrators termed this problem uniquein
terms of obtaining teachers who are oriented to the
rural context. Although salaries were assessed
critical, the larger problem is obtaining committed
personnel who can effectively deal with geographic
isolation, population sparsity, and the essential
"community-fit" to the life style and expectations
4, rural coin unities. (p. 2).

While retention and recruitment are closely intertwined in the

arena of providing quality teachers for schdols, the following portion

of this paper will deal more specifically with recruitment.

Generally, the blame, if that is the proper word, for rural schools

being less competitive in recruiting teachers has been placed on:

- excessive instructional demands of multiple
subject areas (grade levels)

- undesirable characteristics of communities
(geographic,. personal, cultural and
professional isolation, inadequate!'
unsatisfactory housing, etc.)

- low salaries
- lack of opportunities for professional

development and advancement
- inadequate (unrealistic) preparation in college

for teaching.

Certainly, there are considerations for prospective teachers, but do

these override the positive aspecti of teaching in rural areas?

Miller and Sideboi2om (1985) have said -

Positive features such as relatively small
classes; few discipline problems, opportun-
sties for independent teaching and decision
making, and the lower cost and enjoyable pace
of living have not been promoted enough by
rural educators. (p. 3)
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Faith Dunne (1977) discussed several strengths of small rural

schools that could be used to attract and recruit teachers. Among

these virtues are opportunities for:

small instructional unit size
- individualized instruction
- ,fewer interpersonal and organizational

problems
- knowing each child as an individual
- approaching problems, without the

generalized policies
- greater student and parental participation

in schools and school activities
- heterogeneity of social class

Seemingly, one important and possibly missing element in usual

recruiting is the effort to highlight the strengths of rural schools

and to *sell" the opportunities for a successful career that are

embedded in these strengths.

Attracting the *right" person and the °best'. person for a

teaching position is certainly not a science, and likely not an art.

Intuition, luck and commorl sense are probably as often used as any

objective measures on recommended recruiting procedures, but Seifert

and Simone (1980-81) have identified several "ideal" characteristics

for teachers in smaller schools.

- Certified and able t: Bch in more than.
one 'subject area or grade level

- Prepared to su.Ncir, .se several extra-

curricular activities
- Able to teach a wide range of abilities

in-a single classroom
- Able to adjust to the uniqueness of the

community in terms of social opportunities,
life styles, shopping/areas, and continously
being scrutinized

- Able to overcome the students' cultural
differences and add to his/her understanding
of the larger society..

.0
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Other suggestions for the development of a recruitment plan are

provided by Seifert and,Simone. In part, they are listed below.

The easiest and most efficient plan for teacher
recruitment involves a competitive salary and
extra duty pay schedule.

2. The district can subsidize the cost of teacher
retraining to fit the needs of the school
district.

3. The district may offer to pay the costs of a
teacher earning a master's degree, and in turn
the teacher makes a commitment to teach in the
district for three-years after receiving the
degree..

4. The district may identify outstanding junior
level education majors in the various colleges
and universities, select those students that
meet the districts' needs and offer financial
assistance in the form of scholarships.

e

5. The district may identify and actively. recruit
outstanding teachers in larger districts and
prospective teachers that were raised and
educated in smaller schools by reminding these
individuals of'the many benefits they received
while growing ug in a small town atmosphere.

The district may emphasize teacher autonomy aid
direct access to administration.

AN!

7. The school district could provide less expensive
housing for teachers.

The school district could encourage the business
community to help by providing employment for
teachers..

9. In order to attract effective teachers, it may be
necessary to provide employment opportunities for
the teacher's spouse.

The task of recognizing a teaching candidate who will become a

top quality teacher is difficult: Usually, teaching candidates are

hired or relected_on the basis:of a review of credentials and

sometimes after a short, often almost public interview. Candidates

1?



have little if any first-hand knowledge of the school district.

Teaching candidates relate being unimpressed by the interest expressed

in them by recruiters, particularly, in areas where there are plenty of

applicants. An excellent student with a GPA of higher than 3.5 and a

member of a college ofceducation's honors program-was asked by an

administrator of a small school district, "With your background and

ability, why would you want to teach in a place like my school?"

Advisors, instructors, and/or student teaching supervisors are seldom

asked about specific individuals and virtually never asked to

recommend a. beginning teacher for a job. True, there,are general

recommendations written by teacher educators in placement files, but

critical objectivity for a specific position is nearly impossible to

convey in this manner. In addition, laws permitting open access to

placement files by applicants (candidates) have probably reduced the

actual vsefulness of written recommendations.

The practice or possibly even pressure to hire locally available

persons to teaching positions-limits the ability to select the highest

quality person in the pool. Casual observations confirm this to be a

rather common practice. Understandably, this would provide meaningful

employment for a heretofore unemployed or underemployed person in the

community, and it may be more painless and take less effort. Cer-

tainly, this writer would not suggest that local persons not be

considered, but the goal should be hiring the best person for the

position now and for the future.

The fact that small schools do not compete well with larger

districts in recruiting efforts for teaching candidates should not

come as a surprise. Generally, nonhuman reasons for this lack of

18
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competitiveness are found in the literature, but the most critical

factor may be the lack of expertise and available time for such

efforts in. smaller districts. Usually, the recruiter is the super-

intendent or a principal. In effect they must compete for the best

teaching candidates with full-time staff in the personnel offices of

large districts who probably have considerable training and experi-

ence. In addition, larger districts or at least the cities in which

they are *Vied are better known. Large city school district

recruiters are_often backed by attractive and informative supporting

materials, including professionally developed brochures, video tapes

and slide/ tape programs. On occasion, large districts request

colleges/ universities to arrange time in classes or special meetings

with seniors and underclassmen in teacher education programs. While

they may not always attract or employ the best, they are effectjve in

getting their attention.

As a final note about recruitment, there are noticeable

exceptions to the generalizations expressed about ineffective

recruiters from small districts. In a personal communications with

Otto Bufe (personal communication, June 25-26,1985), superintendent

of the school in Grand Marais, Michigan, he described what I perceived

to be a very effective practice. First, one must understand that

Grant Marais is located on the south shore of Lake Superior in the

Upper Peninsula of Michigan. it is geographically isolated, and

although beautiful during the short summer, winters are harsh with an

annual snowfall of over 200 inches ald subzerb temperatures. The area

is bettered by extremely cold wino; that seem to never cease. In

addition, unemployment exceeds 50 percent in a town of ISO, and the

19
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K-12 school has a total enrollment of 85 students. The school

operates one bus, and the threat of consolidation lingers. Consol-

idation with the nearest district would require students to ride up to

four hours per day in a bus. Teacher salaries are low, about $13,000

for a beginning teacher, and all teachers have multiple grade levels,

and/or several (5-6) areas of preparation.. At first consideration,

one would .question why any one would want to teach there. However,

Mr. lee describes his teachers as absolutely top quality. Each

teaching candidate visits with the teachers and students in the

school, parents in their homes and other townspeople in their work-

places. They are given a very thorough orientation td the town and

surrounding area.. Strengths of the school and. opportunities to make

significant decisions and provide leadership in the school are

emphasized. In essence, the school and community are "sold" to the

candidate, in a positive, realistic sense. By the end of the

intensive interview/ orientation, one would expect mutual interest or

mutual disinterest between the candidate and the school's repre-

sentative, but clearly a teacher in this school would be well aware of

this situation. Undoubtedly, there are equally effective techniques

used across the country, but unfortunately they are not widespread

enough.

In a word, small/rural schools must become aggressive. This

aggressiveness must begin by seeking out the best qualified and best

suited for employment in their districts. The search should extend to

other schools, across state boundaries, and certainly beyond the local

communities. After identifying potential candidates, there should be.

a thorough orientation, including an accurate explanation of the

opportunities and advantages for teaching in a given community. If a

20
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local school cannot redirect the needed resources or time to such an

effort, is it reasonable to consider contracting with an external

"head-hunter," a practice very common in the business world? Is it

. economical or even reasonably feasible for a superintendent to spend

several days away from school to visit college campuses in search of

one or two teachers? Certainly, any on-site interviews/orientations

should be_ dote by local personnel.

21.
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Preparation of Quality Teachers

Perceptions of what constitutes a highly qualified teacher are

quite varied, and there may be no area for which there is more

disagreement than in the preparation of teachers for rural/small

schools. This is particularly true for secondary teachers, since

college departments beyond the school/college/depaitment of education

are more directly involved in their preparation. Rural school

administrators request/desire generalists, and college faculty in the

teaching content areas (English, mathematics, etc.) insist on

preparing specialists. Teacher educators want to play student

teachers in suburban schools, and rural schools often never see a

student teacher.

Pie ideal teacher for the small school has been identified by

Reavis and Mehaffie (1980, October) in terms of what they should be

able to do. Some of the qualities are:

- Be able to teach more than one subject and more
than one grade level.

- Be able to teach students of a wide range of
abilities in the same classroom during the
same time span.

- Be knowledgeable about materials and resources
and requisition procedures for these.

Be able to direct a variety of extra curricular
or co-curricular activities.

- Be-able to supervise and assist students who take
correspondence courses.

They go on to cite some areas where teachers in small schools

must exceed the norms of teachers in larger schools. Included in this

list are:

-' Teach different subjects in alternate years.
- Combine pupils of more than one subject or

grade in a single class.
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- Reprepesent the "larger worlds and act
as a bridge to it.

There seems to be a desire to "fit" the teacher to the structure

and character of the small school. Experienced teachers in a remote,

rural school system in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States.

perceived their needs to be in the eneral area of: (1) contact_with
O.

jothers outside the classroom, (2) supply and use of instructional

materials, (3) relating to students on an affective level, (4)

relating to parents, (5) teaching exceptional children, (6) classroom

management and discipline: and (7) self-improvement, including time

And stress management. (Reed L5eyforth, 1984).

Frank Cyr (cited in Nachtigal, 1982) proposed that on.. could take

advantage of the inherent strengths of smallness and offer quality

education that urban schools coufd emulate. His ,design of such a plan

rested on several related characteristics.

- The small school serves small groups.
- Human relations are basic.
- Organization and operation are articulated.
- Operation must be flexible.
- Personnel must be versatile.
- Facilities must serve multiple purposes.

Pupils participate in policy planning.
- The school is an integral part of the community:

When mentally translating these characteristics into the

attributes of teachers who would work in these schools, it is obvious

that there are considerable implications for teacher preparation

(education) programs.

Contrast the emphases reflected in these observations and ideas

with those in A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in

Education, 1983).
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',high school graduation requirements (should) be
strengthened and that, at a minimum, all students seeking a
diploma be required to lay the foundations lit the Five New
Basics.." (p. 24).

International comparisons of student achievement, completed
a decade ago, reveal that on 19 academic tests, Americans
were never first or second and, in comparison with other
industrialized` nations, were last seven times (p. 8).

Business and military leaders complain that .they are
required to spend millions of .dollars on costly remedial
education and training programs in such basic skills as
reading, writing, spelling, and computation (p. 9).

Persons preparing to teach should be required to meet,
educational standards, to demonstrate an aptitude for
teaching, and to demonstrate competence in an academic
discipline (p. 30).

Substantial nonschobl personnel resources should be employed
to help solve the immediate problem of the shortage of
mathematics and science. Tilers (p. 31).

More recently and reported by Jacobsen (1985, June 12), the

Holmes Group Consortium, which is composed of deans of education from

a group of 28 research universities, is proposing the creation of

teacher education programs at member institutions to develop an "elite

corps of schoolteachers." Essentially, persons prepared in these

programs would complete:

- an undergraduate major in -a standard academic
subject taught in schools

- a master's degree in teaching or education
- a second postgraduate degree in a specialised

area of professional education
area of professional education.

(The full report of the Holmes Group Consortium is expected to be iompleted

by mid August, 1985.)

The National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education

(1985) made several recommendations in its report entitled A Call for

Change in Teacher Education. Among these, three applied directly to
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.programs for teacher education. They are:

- Each teacher education program should be an exacting,
intellectually challenging integration of liberal studies,
subject specialization from which school curricula are
drawn, and content and skills of professional education.

Following their completion of a teacher education program
and the awarding of a provlsional certificate, new teachers
shoorid complete an induct on period or internship' of at least
a years duration for whi compensation is prov1ded.

.- States should encourage and assist the developMent and
evaluation of experimental teacher education prograMs.

. This commission, chaired by Peter Magrath, President, University,

of Missouri, Columbia, included persons Bolding such positions as

goxernoro president of teacher, organizations (NEA and AFT),

chancellor/president of a college, past president of school boards'

association (NASB), state superintendents, local superintendent

(Pittsburg, Pennsylvania), and, state legislator. (Note the absence

of anyone who even remotely represents rural.or small schools.)

Thirty-one papers were commissioned in preparation for this report,

none of which focused on the needs of rural and small schools.

From the above selected discussions, it seems apparent that

considerable energy is being directed toward teacher education

programs. However, the unique roles and responsibilities of teachers

in rural and small scoots are' not being considered. In effect, this

will likely magnify the impact.- - programs for rural teachers will,

not be developed because they will not match accreditation standards

and, due to the move to greater specialization and extended programs,

fewer teachers will be able to obtain multiple teaching endorsements

and/or take college work that will better prepare them to word: and

live in a rural community.
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Chracteristically, identifiable (quantifiable) factors are used

in determining the quality of local schools. Examples of these are:

- number of course offerings
- number of books in the library
- drop-out rates
- graduation rates

FAT/ACT scores
- number of students who "passed' a state

corbetency examination
- length of school day/number of days of

school per yearc-

The same type of mentality is used in assessing the quality of

teacher education candidates and teacher edr:ation programs. Examples

*. of these are:

number of hours required in a teaching specialty
- number of weeks of student teaching
- average grade point (often in dissimilar

sets of courses)
ACT, NTE and scores on other "national"
ekaminations

- size of library collection
- `teaching -load of faculty

Obviously, some of these factors can be reasonably associated

with whether students have succeeded in cne phase of the program or

not, but others are, at best, remotely related to the purposes of

education, and certainly several do not reflect what an individual'

would experience. For example, opportunities for leadership,

participation in extracurricular activities (school plays, musical

groups, athletics, etc.) and involvement in community work

stud' /recreation programs are not generally included.

Teacher education programs are almost continually under fire, and

in recent years the'iniensity of cHticism,has been even greater. In

' fact, the title of-a recent publication by _the Western Interstate

Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) is Quality in Teacher
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'Eduction: A Crisis Revisited In this report (Gorman, 19,g), the
.. .,

following surimary,is made:
YP.0

.

AO.

.1

Teacher education institutions.are attempting to modernize
their programs to stress greater quality, although the
`variety of changes indicates.a lack of consensus on the most
effective way to educate teachers. Initiatives being-.
undertaken by schools of education include:

.Strengthen admission, retention and
graduation standards

- Changing program 'stru,;i:ures and
updating obsolete.curricula

-V'Increasing use of new educhtional
technoldgies.in teacher training

- Extended training beyond the
traditional four years of
college and providing more
preservice practical experience
for student teacheris,

- Improving inservice training for
teachers in'the field, as.
well, as.training other,

professionals to be teachers and
Engaging-ih more cooperative activities
with the schovis and state agencies
(p.

She goesion to conclude that ma central riblem is'the.need to

A

1

attract high-quality students' -into teaching and retain the best

teachers ill the profeSsions (page viii). This is .a laudable'

statement, but it falls short when quality it defined solely in terms

of SAT, ACT and GRE scores, lich'arythe usual 'public indicators of

quality. Clearly, test scores of students who are reported to be -

preparing. for careers in teaching have declid'id at'la late greater than

V.

the national average. "This is a concern to teacher educators and

ought to be a concern of society. Other better paying occupations are

available; and women, who have traditionally comprised;a large part of

the -teaching force, have far greater career opportunities than they

did in earlier years.

. "
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"Quality personnel is the key to quality educatirm," is a

statement made by Gardener and Edington (1982, 12). T& accomplish

this feat, one must attract quality persons to teaching as a career,

provide quality teacher eduction prpgrams that address the needs of

rural and small schools, employ only the potentially best in the

schools, retain the best, and eliminati those' other than the best.

Essentially, none of these are berg= used in any systematic or

widespread manner. The provision of quality leacher education

programs will be the primary focus of the remaining portion of this

section. -

Preservice teacher education programs are generally described as
A.

containing three major segments: general education, a teaching

specialty, and professional education:

College teacher education prOgrams are accredited by a state

agency, usually a state department of education; and graduates of an

accredited program are eligible for certification in that state for

specific teaching areas, i.e., elementary, English, biology, etc.

usually, teaching candidates may obtain certification in an additional

state, based on successful cgmpletion of an approved program in a

prior state. In essence, there is not a universal reciprbcity

agreement, although there seems to be a resonable satisfactory working

drrahgement inforce.

The specific requirements/standards for teacher education

programs are established (approved) by a state board of education,

which is very likely not the governing board of even the state

institutions of higher education where the programs are conducted.
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Typically, preservice teachereduLation programs require 120-130

hours, which are distributed as follows :.
*-

A. SO hours - general education (English
composition, humanities, fine
arts, social science, math, science,
etc.)

Seconder'

hours - teaching specialty or
teaching major, i.e., English or biology
or history, etc.

Elementar
ours - area of concentration, i.e.,

math or, science or social studies, etc.

C. Seconder
ours - professional education (educational

psychology, methods, reading in content area,
foundations of education, student teaching,
etc.)

Elementary
40-50 hours professional 'education
(educational psychology, methods
in four or more teaching areas
of the elementary school, foundations
of education, student teaching, etc.):

Depending on the specific teaching area for secondary and the

area of concentration in the education program, there is

some overlap between 'one general education and teaching specialty

areas, i.e. some courses can be used to meet requirements in both'

areas. Since all programs within a state are accredited on the same

set of regulations, teacher education programs are remarkably similar.

Some variation exists across states, but agiin, teacher education

programs are certainly more alike than they are different. Even the

few five-year programs in existence today are generally a four-year

liberaT arts program with an added year of professional education', a

'usual four-year education program with more student teaching and about
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fifteen hours of graduate work, or an expanded four year program with

a few more hours added to each major segment of a traditional

four-year program.

Although teacher education programs are comparable in content,

structure, and form, most states do allow for experimental programs

that may deviate from the norm, and some flexibility is permitted in

meeting specific requirements. Reasonably, one would expect to see

qp, teacher education programs designed to prepare teachers for rural and

small schools. However, surveys by Muse (1977) and Horn°(1981)

revealedthe presence of very few, eKet! r in states with substantial

rural populations. In Muse's study, only 125 of X200 colleges

indicated that they were involved in rural teacher programs, while

only 20 percent of 40 institutions in 28 states, reported to Horn that

they had practices /programs kRecifically designed to prepare

educational personnel for rural/small schools at the preservice

level. From an analysis of open-ended responses. Horn concluded that

the most difficult barriers to overcome inmeeting.the needs of

rural /small school personnel fall into one of four categories:

- ,resource concerns (money, time and personnel)
- commitment and responsibility concerns

(individual and institutional)
- political and bureaucratic constraints
- knowledge and research concerns

Many institutions provide certain options for teacher education

students to have exposure to rural/small schools. Largely, this is in

the form of field experiences, including observations, aiding, and

student teaching. However, the focus, intensity and value of these

are questionable if there is the full intention of preparing persons
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to teach in rural and.small schools. On the other hand, a few rural

education programs are or have recently been in existence. Notable

examples are found at Western Montana College, Brigham Young

University, Berea (Kentucky) College, Western Michigan University, and

the University of North Dakota. Brief descriptions of these and

others tare found, in Nachtigal (1982) and/or Gardner and.Edfngton

(1982). 'Other programs in developmental stages can be found at Kansas

State University, Texas A & WUniverity, and East Carolina University.

A bit of probing soon reveals the interest and commitment of possibly

only one individual 14)-6etelop and conduct a program for rural/small

school teachers is present in these institutions. Reasons for this are

probably many, but institutional support and commitment seen to be

relatively weak. Obviously, this in itself is a serious problem.

The body of knowledge of what should constitute a teacher

education program is growing, and itreflecti greater consideration

for research findings. An example is a publication'by Egbert and

Kluender (1984) entitled i3.......LisinResearchtobreacherEducation.

It summarizes the research on such topics as teacher-student

interactions, classroom management and, time -on -task among others.

More importantly, suggestions of why and how these can be incorporated

in a teacher education program are provided. Also, David Smith (1983)

edited a publication entitled Essential Knailedge for Beginning

Educators. Included are topical discussions on "Classroom

Organization and Management" by Brophy, "Context Effects in the

Teaching-Learning Process" by Soar and Soar, "The Context of Teaching'

and Learning: School Effects and Teacher Effects by Edmonds, and "A
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:Resource-AIlocation Theory for Classroom Management" by McDonald. All

of these seem to have direct application to the preparation of quality

teachers for'rural schools. Horn, Davis and Hirt (in press)

investigated the importance of 45 selected areas of preparation for

teaching success in small schools of Kansas. As major clusters, the

areas of oral communications, controlling discipline, organizing and

managing the classracms'teaching major-Opecialty) and Motivating 4.

students were rated highest. Little difference was observed between

the perceptions of teachers in very small schools (1-300 students) and

larger schools (3 ©I- 600).. The results of this study provide little

justification for eliminating elemeris of current teacher education

programs. Yet, critics continually lament the lack of attention

colleges/universities pay to, the needs.of small schools. Obviously,

we have a paradox. Based on professional judgment, some supporting

research, and seemingly the wishes of field-based educators, it seems

more than reasonable to develop programs that will focus on the

preparation of quality teachers for rural and small schools.

Evertson, Hawley and 2lotnik (1984) reported on a review of

research related to the FPNP-/cteristics of effective teacher'preparation

programs. First, they that teacher education programs do have a .

positive influence on teachers. This is evident in comparing the

achievement of certified teachers' students and supervisors' ratings of

their competence with non-certified counterparts. The normal criteria for

admission to teacher educationaprograms and for entry into the profession

(PA, performance on the National Teacher Examination, faculty evaluations of

student teachers, and attitudinal measures) have minimal predictable
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results, except for verbal ability. However, Evertson, et.al. (1984, p. 4)

said, "The research on this issue is limited, both in volume and quality,

but is suggestive either .of a need for caution-or the need for more study,

before firm standards are set." Based on the review of considerable

research, they identified the major core teaching, skills which promote

student learning. In an abbreviated form they are:

maximize academic learning time
- managing and organizing the classroom in

ways that arbow for planning rules
and procedures and teaching these to -

students, monitoring student work and
behavior, keeping students accountable
for academic work and planning lessons
and providing for alternative ways of
grouping students
utilizing interactive teachir strategies
communicating high expectations for student
performance

- rewarding student performance

While no one seems to disagree that, one needs to know what one

teaches to be fully, effective, the question is really how much they

should know? Evertson, et.al. concluded:,

"..knowing one's subject matter does not necessarily make
one a good teacher of that subject. But it also seems
reasonable to conclude that teachers.with good instructiogal
capabilities would be more effective if they had good
knowledge of the subjects they teach" (p. 30).

The induction stage of teaching has for the most part been

totally ignored in "teacher education" programs. New (first year)

teachers are immersed into a totally new role with virtually the same

expectations of those with many years of experience. While this may

be a chaotic and even frightening experience for the teacher, what

about the effect on students? Teachers often focus on instructional

strategies that stress control over student behavior; the larger
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set aside, if not even lost forever. Survival may be the most

important goal for many first Aar teachers, especially those who have

no preparation for or experience in rural communities. To ease the

shock of the first year, the Student teaching experience should be as

realistic as possible, including breadth of responsibilities,

environmental conditioni, accountability, commitment, and intensity.

During this time, responsibility for assistance to the student teacher

should be shared by the local cooperating teacher and administrtion

and the university supervisor. Although possibly in a different form;

assistance for the beginning (first year) teacher should be provided.

This assistance should be made available by the local agency, such as

a local district or intermediate service agency, and a college/university in

a cooperatve and supportive manner.

Gradually, the individual teacher should assume greater and greater

responsibility for his/her professional development with inservice being

largely the responsibility of the local district. While we normally think

of teacher education programs as undergraduate, preservice college work,

efforts to extend this over the professional life-of the individual should

be initiated. The need for continuous learning by teachers is expressed

very well by Adler (1982) in the Paideia Proposal: "The teacher who has

stopped learning is a deadening influence rather than a help to students

being initiated into the ways of learning" (p. 59).

A professional development program, emphasizing teaching in small

schools serving rural areas, would be of considerable value. A blend

of knowledge from research and from professional practice and
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experience would be particularly appropriate. This approach would

provide credibility and the opportunity to validate research findings

in small schools. -Contrary to current practices, there would be

support and eacouragement to remain in the small schools, as opposed

to becoming more specialized and dissatisfied.

This section provides different directions that might be explored

for preparing teachers at the preservice level. rnstitutiocs of

higher education are difficult to change, and it may be even more

difficult to challenge recognized patterns of teacher education;

therefore, three options are suggested.

The Substitution/Addition Option

Essentially, this is the least threatening
.
proposal, since all

basic elements (general education, teaching specialty and professional

education) of a traditional teacher education program are maintained.

General Education: Use electives for courses that related
TriErfir=e7TiFonment and substitute courses where
possible, i.e., rural sociology for "introduction" to
sociology, agricultural economics for "principles" of
economics, etc.

Teaching S ecialt Choose more generalized or
compre ensIve major, i.e., social studies rather than
history, physical science rather than physics etc.; qualify
for multiple teaching endorsements, with particular emphasis
on unrelated areas, i.e., biology and English, a-foreign
language and social studies,etc.

Professional Education: Early and continuous field
experiences in rural/small schools; additional field
experiences during college vacation time, i.e., early
January, spring break, and late May; methods courses focused
on techniques for small groups, independent ,study, use of
technology and curriculum development, using local resources;
foundations courses, particularly educational sociology,
including case studies of rural communities and/or
independent study projects on rural community organizations
and dynamics; extended resident student teaching experience
in a rural community.
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The Rural Education alternative' Option

As possibly one of several alternative programs, students would

select an option that_wouId be .designed for a teaching career in a

particular type of setting of school, i.e., rural, urban, parochial,

bilingual, etc. Selection of an option should be accomplished by no

later than the sophomore year of 'college. The curriculum would

include:

General education: (Same as previous notion =)

Teaching specialty: (Same as previous option.)

Professional Education: A separate and unique set of
course work and fief experiences designed to prepare a
person for teaching and living in a rural setting. Rather
than optional, assignments for those interested in rural
schools, the curriculum would concentrate on utilizing the
strengths or potential advantages of attending/teaching in
small /rural schools. Course work would be heavily oriented
toward case studies, on-site practicums, and extensive
immersion into the rural school and community. Student
teaching would be at least a full-semester, resident
experience and would provide for a variety of non-school
involvement in the community.

Rural school administrators become upset or at least annoyed at

colleges when additional certification endorsements are not

recommended for currently employed teaclers in their districts and

when teachers, particularly new ones, feel unqualified or unhappy

about teaching specific courses for, which they are certified. For

example, a teacher certified to teach social studies'does not feel

qualified to teach government, or a teachr with 45 hours of

mathematics does not want to teach 9th grade mathematics or an English

teacher with concentration in British literature does not want to

teach 8th grade granmar. In a sense, colleges in geheral are at fault

either in failing to provide proper advising or by n(A\providing a
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realistic exposure to. the expectations of teaching in a rural school.

On the other hand, as long as local schools organize their curricula

and name high school subjects according to traditional departmental

structures in colleges, professors, especially those in the "content "

areas, i.e., English, mathematics, biology, political

science/government, etc., will demand that the only ,qualified,

teacher is one with at least a major in the department and some would

even say a graduate degree (without any education courses). In the

main, these programs are designed to prepare students for advanced

graduate degrees and careers-in research or as college professors, not

teaching inC-12 schools. In fact, one of the proposals of the Holmes

Group Consortia is that all education degrees be eliminated. All

students, including those preparing tolteach in elementary schools,

would be required to "pursue more serious (than educaton)

general/liberal study and a standard academic subject nomally taught

in schools" '( "Summary of Deans' Report*, 1985, p. 16). Professional

education would be addressed in a master's degree prgram in education

and prior to certification and entry into the field. Generally,

states do not request public schocils to teach the specific courses

identified in the curriculum. Instead of specifying biology, chemistry

and physics, a more usual stated requirement is two years of science

in grades 9-12 of which one mustbe a laboratory course. Is it time to

reconceptualize what the high school curriculum should be and cease

trying to look like a mini-college? Aren't we really more interested

in high school students understanding the natural world and the nature

and methods of science, as opposed to being able to recite concepts,
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principles, and laws and/or emulate "experiments read from a physics

textbook? If the answer to the previous question is yes, then we need

to concern ourselves with teachers certified as generalists, such as

science, rather than as specialists.

The third rural teacher education option is based on a reconceptualized

high school curriculum and a corresponding revision of the patterns of

teacher.preparation.

The Reconceptualization (Experimental) Education Option

Obviously, major revisions, which would be required to develop

this option, would be very difficult to implement. The politics of

college campuses, the potential threat of losing majors in academic

departments, and the_shifting of credit hours would in themselies-lbe

enough to discourage the weak of heart. However, a groundswell from

the field to reconcePtualize and redesign curricula in rural schools

would certainfpnpvide encouragement. In truth, this proposed option

is somewhat tongue-in-cheek, but the writer would be very pleased to

see at least a pilot program or an experimental program involving a

cooperative effort among a cluster of rural schools and a university.

An example 6f how one mtg4lit atoleast initially organize a high

school curriculum would be along major themes such as these:

A. Ways of Understanding
- critical reading'
- scientific investigation and discovery
- experiential learning
- analyses of social systems rd4ithnography

Human Heritage-and
- scientific fr

- social
- political
- religious

Accomplishments
.- artistic
- literary
- musical
*- linguistic
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Ways of ExpresAion and
- verbal
- written
-mathematically
- graphically

D. Self-sufficiency
- health/nutritionally - financially
- recreationally - socially
-*educationally

37

Communication
- artistically
- musically

listening

To carry these themes through at least grades 9 -12, a teacher

'A. would need to be prepared far diff&ently than now. Essentially, they

would need to be broadly educated, with experienqe in the methodology

of several disciplints., Professional education would be heavily

field-based spread over a four year period, relyfhg on case studies,

testing' and evaluating various instructional strategies and curriculum

materials.

In addition, fully ne-half of the program would be concentrated

rural communities iVa cooperative work /study program. During this

time, they would gain the experience of living in.a rural community in

addition to studying the social milieu surrounding the school and its

students. In the high school curriculum, the traditional subject

areas would be addressed-and essential/kasit skills would be

developed, but in .an entirely different context. For example, two

teachers might work with a group of 30 students for a concentrated

period of time in which they night focus on the goal of developing

students' knowledge about "ways of understanding." By small group

discussion, independent reading and individually conducted projects, a

student would become involved in the'traditional areas of reading,

math, biology, social studies, and English.. Obviously, teachers would

need to be highly competent'in individualizing instruction, directing
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students to various reference materials, ilse.of electroliic information

retrieval systems, developing, guiding and evaluating student

projects, interacting with students and embers of the community and

maybe most importantly assuming a leadership role in the community.

Concluding Remarks
.

A key element in preparing quality teachers for whools or

any other type of school depends to a great extent on instjtutional

commitment. Beyond that, planners and teacher educators must

recognize the strengths, weaknesses and potehtial advantages of

learning and teaching in a rural school. The needs of rural schools

should be addressed; but, at the same time, full recognition must be

given to the4nberent limitations of working'in rural schools or any

other unique setting.

The opening sentence of this paper stated that it was not the

purpose to romanticize rural schools. In earlier sections, positive

attributes of small/rural schools have been identified, but there are

also weaknesses. If we are serious about providing quality education

forall Americans, including rural areas, then we must fully commit

ourselves to developing K -12 and teacher education programs that will

achieve this objective. antis will cost money, more than we` currently

spend and maybe more than Americans are willing to spend, but this

must be determined. Otherwise, we can only talk about attracting the

brightest to teaching and providing equal educational_opportunites for----

all Americans. Equal does not mean identical, and rural educators

deserve the right to try approachp different from patterns developed

fdr larger schools in urban and suburban areas. -However, all schools,'

.1144"."444.4"..e.
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including rural schools, must be held accountable for demonstrating

their ability to educate children and youth in an effective mannsr.

Setter and more extensive indicators of quality need to be determined,
O

and means to achieve quality must be reflected in all endeavors,

whether it is teaching first graders to read, organizing

extracurricular activities or designing a teacher edUcation program.

Throughout this paper, there are several suggestions and

proposals for action. However,,I would like to identify a few

recommendations that would be of particular interest to program and

policy decision-makers:

1. The Rural Education and Rural Famil Education is of
the :# s must e ta en serious y, an t e partment of
Education should demonstrate where action has- esulted orwill result from this policy.

3.

The Interagency Committee on Rural Education of the U.S.
Department of Education should approve a research agenda-
which is reflective of the thinking of edUtational
researchers and practicing professionals in the schools.
Furthermore, funds should be made available on-a competitive
basis to support research that addresses the problems as
mell'as the unique opportunities for quality education in
rural America.

Colleges and universities utichliave made .a canmitnent
to providing preservice and continuing education for the
prsv.iration of educational personnel for rural and
sm-:1 schools should initiate identifiable programs for that.
purpose. These programs should reflect existing knowledge
about how students learn, effective, teaching techniques, and
the characteristics of small schools and rural communities.

4. State departments of education should acknowledge the
f011y of recognizing only one type of school structure and
teacher education program. This should, be translated into
alternative accreditation and certificition
standards/procedures. Alternatives should be of equal
quality, but may be different.

5. Permissive legislation and policies should be initiated
to provide for the support of first-year and continuous
professional development activities for all teachers, whit
recognizing the unique needs and necessary delivery SySt
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for rural areas in their financial support of such
activities.

Local schools should be considerably more aggressive in
recruitment of teachers for rural/small schools, and they
must retain the best and reject ineffective experienced
teachers.

Colleges/universities with rural education programs
should become engaged in dialogue about proven or promising
practices for preparing teachers. Exchanges or cooperative
Arrangements should be developed to provide unique or
desirable field experiences.

Federal and state governments should initiate extensive
studies in rural education. Among the priorities for study
would be-indicators of quality effective schools /teachers,
identification of exemplary curricular arrangements and
staffing patterns, and effective, instructional systems,
including use of technology, and lifelong learning for
teachers and other members óf, the community.
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